
October 2023 Burnaby Local Committee Meeting Minutes

Agenda:
https://wiki.bikehub.ca/index.php?title=Burnaby_LC_Agenda_-_October_2023#Meeting_Link_.2
6_General_Information

Attendance:

Blake, Jasper, Kathy (Hub Liason), Sebastian, Drogana from Tri-cities LC, Wendy, Arseni, Josh

1. Kathy mentions that she can get us the Burnaby HUB members list of emails/names
2. Went over September meeting notes.

a. Regarding the Frances/Union report:
i. Blake would like to mention about the streetlights
ii. Might already be included but poor compliance of drivers should be

included
iii. Have to complete our report and send it

b. Regarding Winston AAA letter to city
i. Jasper sent letter to city. City replied that the existing sewer work won’t be

done until 2024. Jasper asks Alison Gu if Bainbridge from CVG to
broadway can be upgraded in liu, as a good detour in meantime. Isn’t
very hopeful it will be done though.

3. Drogana’s oakdale north road presentation
a. Would like HUB LC to write a letter supporting construction of MUP on
b. We should email Drogana if there is support
c. Kathy mentions she can bring up the issue with cross-municipality issues, and

email Evan about what he thinks (the engineer at HUB)
4. Decathlon Saturday October 28th. Kathy going to send an email to Decathlon confirming

our station there and loop in Blake
5. Holiday gettogether - Blake will send out availability sheet for social gathering instead
6. Josh will set up a blog this month
7. Sebastian is setting up a bot
8. Next Ride – not to be determined / done until the Spring
9. Letters

a. South Burnaby Lake
i. Jasper sending a letter to ask for details about extending pavement

eastward from new bridge and what the deal is with BC Hydro there
b. Wayburne -> Manor -> Douglas

i. Wendy going to write a letter
10. Jasper adds about Transportation Department presentations:

a. Are we interested in presenting about no right turns at major town centre
intersections at minimum
i. Everyone is very enthusiastic
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ii. We would have 5 minutes to present. Jasper maybe cannot present.
11. There will be another meeting with Amy and Po in Novermber. Blake’s sent out the

availability sheet.
12. Kathy mentions there is going to be a Local Committee advocacy training thing in

January/February so pay attention to that.
13. Discussed BC Parkway Crossing at Vanness and Boundary. Discussed potential

changes and recommendations around new development around Telus building. Will
continue consideration.


